
Pre-Reader
Enjoy these newly released, popular titles

The Boy Who Loved Everyone
by Jane Porter
Picture Book. On his first day of preschool,
Dimitri's vocal affection for everything is met with
wary reactions—until his guileless words begin to
take root and grow.

Bubbles
by Ben Clanton
Toddler Book. Narwhal accidentally bursts a
saddened Jelly's bubble before offering comfort
by showing his friend how the ocean has oodles
of bubbles in all sizes and colors.

Don't Hug Doug: (He Doesn't Like It)
by Carrie Finison
Picture Book. Doug prefers not to be hugged, but
there are a variety of other ways his loved ones
can show him affection.

Eyes that Kiss in the Corners
by Joanna Ho
Picture Book. A young Asian girl notices that her
eyes look different from her peers. Drawing from
the strength of the powerful women in her life,
she recognizes her own beauty.

First Day of Unicorn School
by Jess Hernandez
Picture Book. Milly is thrilled to be accepted into
Unicorn School, although she is a donkey in
disguise. Her first day reveals she has much in
common with her fellow newcomers.
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Frog Meets Dog
by Janee Trasler
Early Reader. Dog wants to play. Can Dog play
with Frog, Frog, and Frog? The frogs hop... but
Dog just FLOPS. Will the frogs ever play with
Dog?

I Am a Bird
by Hope Lim
Picture Book. A bird-loving girl gazes at the
feathered friends she passes during daily rides to
school on the back of her father’s bike.

The Leaf Thief
by Alice Hemming
Picture Book. When leaves start disappearing as
autumn approaches, Squirrel is befuddled by this
development and wonders if there is a leaf thief
on the loose!

The Midnight Fair
by Gideon Sterer
Picture Book. The story of a magical fairground
coming to life far outside the city.

My Heart Beats
by Rina Singh
Toddler Book. Reveals the words for heartbeats in
different cultures while exploring the heartbeat’s
universal message of life and love.

The Quiet Boat Ride and Other
Stories
by Sergio Ruzzier
Picture Book. Fox enjoys quiet and Chick is noisy.
Nevertheless they remain friends and enjoy their
time together.

Too Crowded
by Lena Podesta
Picture Book. Gil the Goldfish feels crowded in
his small bowl with a plant, a castle, and 138
pebbles, but when he leaves his bowl in search of
a better home, he learns some important lessons.

Wishes
by Muon Van
Picture Book. The youngest member of a
Vietnamese refugee family finds perspective on
immigration, family, and belonging.

Woodland Dance!
by Sandra Boynton
Toddler Book. As the animals wander off to bed,
the Trio plays one last piece to welcome the sun.
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